THE DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION OF igig  ig
Como, sailors at Trieste, etc.), only raised wages to the new
high level of the cost of living.1
The struggle for better conditions was no longer sufficient
to calm the general discontent. During several weeks,
beginning in June, indignant crowds would pour into the
shops, insisting on price reductions and sometimes looting
merchandise. Mussolini and the recently formed fasci
proclaimed their complete solidarity c with the people of the
provinces of Italy in revolt against those who would starve
them', and praised ' the firm and resolute gestures of the
righteous vengeance of the people '. The Popolo d'Italia
expressed the hope that * in exercising their sacred rights
they would not be content with striking at the criminals
through their possessions, but would also start to attack their
persons', for c a few profiteers strung up on lamp-posts and
a few hoarders smothered under the potatoes and bacon
they wanted to hide would make a good example'. The
bewilderment of the socialists and of the General Confedera-
tion of Labour, who were harassed and ineffective, invited
the abuse of Mussolini, who poured scorn on the manifesto
in which they determined c to create no false hopes',
All Italy was out in the streets. The government could
do nothing, since it had not sufficient forces to intervene
everywhere at once.
c I was impressed ', writes Signer Tittoni, minister in
Nitti's cabinet, c by the fact that to muster sufficient
forces to face the storm it was necessary to send for
carabinieri and police from other districts, which were thus
left unprotected. I have often wondered what the
government would have done if revolt had broken out
simultaneously throughout the peninsula.'
The agitation against the high cost of living rapidly
became a national movement, but there was no one" to
organize and guide it towards a definite goal, and so make
use of the force it represented. The maximalist executive of
1 Even school-teachers struck during the first fortnight of June. What
were their demands ? Minimum initial salary of ten lire a day and an
indemnity against the high cost of living for those on the retired list, some of
whom were still receiving, after forty years of service, between forty and
sixty lire a month.

